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President’s Message Christine Yeats, President

The RAHS Annual Conference continues to provide
members of the RAHS, the affiliated societies, and our
many supporters with the chance to get together and
enjoy “history” for a few days. This year we held the
conference at Tamworth and the support of the
Tamworth Historical Society is gratefully
acknowledged. Thanks must also go to the members of
Affiliated Societies Committee, who produced a
program of conference speakers and excursions. The
program had something to satisfy everyone’s interests. 

At this year’s conference I presented a talk about the
UNESCO Australian Memory of the World (AMOW)
Program and the Australian Register. As I outlined,
many of our affiliated societies have collections of
archives and manuscript collections that include
documents, photographs, glass slides and plates and
even moving film footage. Some of the items in these
collections have a significance and importance that
extends beyond a local community. While all archives
and manuscript collections should be protected for
future generations, one of the ways that these special
items of significant documentary heritage can be
acknowledged is through inscription on the AMOW
Australian Register. The Register lists and celebrates

Australia’s rich documentary
heritage and includes the
Mabo Case Manuscripts as
well as hitherto relatively
unknown collections from
local historical societies.
Every two years there is a
call for nominations for inscriptions to be added to the
Register. Nominations are welcomed from private
organisations, groups or individuals as well as
government institutions. If you or your society is
interested in learning more about the nomination
process visit the website at: https://www.amw.org.au/.
Nominations will open towards the end of 2019 and
close in June 2020. The RAHS will provide further
updates through the eNewsletter and Facebook.

Finally, on behalf of the RAHS Councillors, I would
like to record our thanks to the History House team –
Suzanne Holohan, Donna Newton, Laura Signorelli,
Phillip Jaworski and Maryanne Byrne. I wish RAHS
members and supporters all the best for the festive
season and the New Year and a drought-breaking 2020.

Christine Yeats
President

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY – KEY DATES 
2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Notice is hereby given that the RAHS Annual General Meeting will be held Tuesday 14 April 2020 at
6.00pm at History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney. Any financial member is entitled to attend and
vote. A member may appoint a proxy to attend and vote in his or her stead. The proxy must be a
financial member of the Society at the time of voting.

Members wishing to submit notices of motions to be included in the agenda for the Annual General
Meeting should submit them in writing by 4.00pm Monday 10 February 2020.

2020 RAHS COUNCIL NOMINATIONS 

By order of the Council, members are invited to nominate candidates for election to the Council at
the AGM. Nominations must be signed by two financial members and the nominee. Completed forms
must reach the Society’s Returning Officer at History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney NSW
2000, by 4.00pm Monday 10 February 2020.

A candidate may supply a factual statement as instructed on the nomination form. Only financial
members of the Society are eligible to be nominated. Only those members who are financial at the
close of nominations are eligible to vote. Nomination forms are now available from the Society’s office.
Under the Constitution passed in 2013, of the 12 positions on Council, only four are available for
election in 2020. These will have 3-year terms. Full details may be obtained from the Constitution,
available on the RAHS website at https://www.rahs.org.au/welcome-royal-australian-historical-
society/our-responsibilities/. 
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In following the Illuminating the Past theme of the 2019 RAHS Conference,
this issue of History features coverage of how nineteenth to twenty-first
century technology, media and entertainment have played significant roles
in Australian history. 

The issue begins with articles adapted from three of the 2019 conference
papers. Martin Gibbs tells of how the Landscapes of Production and
Punishment project deploys history, archaeology, sociology and current
technology to interpret Australia’s colonial convict structure as an industrial
system. Besides describing new approaches to convict history, Martin covers
how the project is harnessing the online environment for student and
broader community contributions. 

My article reveals the previously untold story of filmmakers who, between
1927 and 1947, travelled Australia making almost fifty short fiction films
starring the residents of regional towns and cities. The article focuses on the
director of most of these ‘home talent’ films, Jack St Ledger, whose earlier
life included work as a circus sharpshooter.

Mark St Leon writes of the massive contribution travelling entertainers have
made to the building and shaping of modern Australia. Travelling shows
helped break down the isolation of many Australian communities, and yet
this contribution has so far been ignored by most historians. Mark explains
why it is essential to include itinerant entertainers in our national story.

Cathy Perkins describes another form of media entertainment and education
when she writes about poet, novelist and journalist Zora Cross through the
contributions she wrote for The Australian Town and Country Journal. The
article includes the mentoring and encouragement which Zora received
from well-known writer Ethel Turner, author of Seven Little Australians.
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Finding Convicts and Convict Sites: A Job
For Professionals, Community, Or Both?
Landscapes of Production and Punishment: Convict
Labour and Industry on the Tasman Peninsula 1830–77
Prof. Martin Gibbs

I am very honoured to have been invited to present the
Lesley Muir address to this year’s annual meeting of the
Royal Australian Historical Society, especially as I am
an archaeologist rather than an historian. 

This year’s theme of ‘Illuminating the Past’ posed
questions about what different historical records reveal
about the past, how we share history with new
audiences in new ways, and how we protect historical
resources. It also raised the thorny question about how
we arrest declining historical society memberships.
Universities also are dealing with changing expectations
and demographics. Unlike most universities, my
students at the University of New England tend to be
middle-aged, tech-savvy, often drawn back to study by
career change or early retirement and often with deep
interests in family and local history but not necessarily
with connections to traditional history or heritage
interest groups. There is the question for both the
universities and historical societies of how to translate,
guide or co-opt this latent ‘market’. 

The digital environment and the potential for wider
student and community involvement was very much
part of our thinking in my latest project with
colleagues from the Universities of New England,
Tasmania and Liverpool. Put simply, our Landscapes of
Production and Punishment project tries to draw on the
strengths and interests of several disciplines—history,
archaeology and sociology—to interpret the convict
system as an industrial system. As we all know, the
foundation of the convict system was not to have
prisoners languishing in cells, but to have them actively
and productively engaged in industry, whether in
government employment, assigned to settlers, or as
ticket-of-leave holders. The path to freedom was
through adherence to the rules and a solid track record
of productivity, with a slide backwards into heavily
managed labour in irons, corporal punishment and

imprisonment should they fail on these counts.
Convicts functioned in the full spectrum of industries
from the most refined white-collar professions through
to complex manufacturing and service industries and
down to the hardest forms of manual labour. The
products of the system were not just the buildings,
roads and manufactured items, but also the reformed
and released convicts themselves, taking their places as
emancipists and free settlers. 

The Landscapes project is examining this flow of people
and goods through the convict system, focusing on
institutional settings and convicts within government
employment. Our current project looks at the Tasman
Peninsula, which operated as a closed penal
environment from 1830 to 1877. The headquarters
were at Port Arthur, with various outstations including
the Coal Mines and the probation stations such as at
Cascades (now Koonya). We are very mindful that
whatever information we produce should become
accessible to the public, so amongst other strategies
which I will describe below, we are working with the
Port Arthur Historic Site Management Authority
(PAHSMA). The now gloriously serene nature of the
World Heritage site hides the fact that this was once
the hub of extensive industry, including everything
from raw material extraction and processing through to
complex manufacturing such as shipbuilding. The
iconic penitentiary started its life as a huge flourmill
with a waterwheel, whose diameter measured fifteen
metres, embedded in its centre. Partially as a result of
our project, PAHSMA will introduce that industrial
element into the interpretation of the site.

As an archaeologist I am particularly interested in
where convict places were; whether institutions,
worksites, or the products of convict labour such as
public works. While the late James Kerr’s volumes
Design for Convicts and Out of Sight, Out of Mind did a
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Figure 1. Location of the Tasman Peninsula and Port Arthur [Map by R. Tuffin, 2019].
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Figure 2. Industrial Hinterlands of convict stations - mapping sawpits via LIDAR and understanding time and motion
at Cascades Probation Station [Maps by R. Tuffin, 2019].

superb job of tracing the evolution of convict
institutions within Australia, they were largely based on
the documentary record and the beautifully drawn
architectural plans being sent from Britain.1 However,
these plans and directives were very much the work of
remote administrators who were steeped in the current
ideologies of penal reform, but had little or no
understanding of the environments into which these
buildings were to fit, the raw materials available to
construct them, or the industrial capacities of the
workforce grudgingly engaged in their construction.
Through the combined approach with archaeology, at
Port Arthur and the other stations, we can see the
confusion and compromises of those colonial
administrators tasked with bringing these complex
British design directives into effect: the real structures
and layouts sometimes bear little resemblance to the
original plans. 

As the title of the project might suggest, we are also
interested in the industrial operations and outputs of
these stations. Despite nearly four decades of
PAHSMA’s intensive management of Port Arthur, it is
the first time that anyone has actually looked at the
production records of the dozens of industries carried
on the site. By identifying the industries there, we then
need to understand where and how these activities were
carried out. While we do have the plans of many of the
buildings, there has been limited sense of how activities
were organised in these spaces, let alone who the
convict craftsmen and workers in them were. We are
also exploring the hinterlands of these convict stations,
where these men laboured to extract timber and stone,
burn lime and make bricks, grow crops or a multitude
of other tasks. Those sites of industry, previously
overlooked, are now of great significance but much
harder to find. We use a combination of oral history
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from long-term residents, old-fashioned archaeological
field survey, and new remote sensing techniques such as
LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) to detect the
convict saw pits, quarries and agricultural areas today
lost within the dense Tasmanian forests. Finding these
sites allows us to consider the dynamics of how these
industries operated, including simple questions such as
how people and materials were moved to and from
stations. 

In parallel with the archaeological work, we have been
engaged in an intensive process of transcribing convict
records to try to understand the nature of the
workforce, especially how they entered, progressed
through, and exited this industrial system. We are
working in collaboration with the ‘Founders and
Survivors’ project which has for some years been
transcribing convict records, adding to their corpus our
own transcribed materials. What we find is that the
convict records are rich with spatial information telling
us not just who people were and what skills they had,
but what industries they were employed in and where.
In the ‘conduct records’ of individual felons we have
information about their offences within those places of
work and elsewhere around the Port Arthur site: where
they stole materials, refused work, absconded, were
injured, or even died. We are then combining this
information with the industrial production data and
the spatial information to pinpoint exactly where these
activities took place on the Tasman Peninsula
landscapes—even in such detail as to discover
specifically which room—and how people and material
moved about, as a way of understanding how these
industrial landscapes operated. 

One way that we are making this archaeological and
historical information freely available to the public is
through a new internet site. People will be able to use a
time slider to see how the site evolves physically and
what buildings were where (and what they were used
for), as well as what offences were committed in each
place and by whom. If the public have a particular
interest, such as in a convict ancestor, they can enter his
name and see where he was on the map. This will also
be available as a phone app which can be used at the
Port Arthur site.

This brings me to my final several points. The first is
that the transcription of the convict records has been
performed by (mostly mature age) student volunteers
from UNE and UTas, but also by members of the
public including those from historical and genealogical
societies, as part of a ‘citizen science’ framework of data
collection. These project volunteers are given initial
training in transcribing the records as well as
membership of a website that provides further aids and

resources, a discussion group to chat with other
members and to seek advice or support from more
experienced volunteers, as well as access to varying
levels of the project data for their own research
interests. The online environment, including increasing
access to digital archive records, means that they can
undertake these tasks at their own pace from the
comfort of home. Volunteers come and go as their
capacity to engage and their interest in the project
develops or wanes, but all have expressed how
enjoyable the experience is to be part of a collaborative
group working towards a common goal.  Embracing
the digital environment and these sorts of collaborative
projects may be one avenue for historical societies to
engage new membership and involvement across a
wider (and digitally savvy) demographic.

The second point is to ask how we might evolve these
kinds of collaborative projects. In the case of the
‘Landscapes’ project, one of our next missions is the
Convict Mapping project. A surprising discovery was
that despite the significance of the convict system,
there has never been a coordinated project to find
where all of those convict places mentioned in the
records, whether institutions or worksites, are actually
located. We believe that the knowledge of these
locations is held not just in the documents, but also in
local and oral histories. Once again, a collaborative
citizen science project inviting members of the public
and particularly members of historical societies to make
entries via a web interface to tell us where they know or
suspect convict sites and works were located, would
seem to be a wonderful way of creating links and
enthusiasm between a large group of people. 

While I may appear obsessed with convicts, I have a
similar project in development on inland waterways
archaeology and heritage, trying to locate and identify
the thousands of vessels wrecked and abandoned on the
thousands of kilometres of rivers stretching far into the
interior of Australia, as well as the maritime
infrastructure that supported these lost river trades.
The brief trial run with a single group of students
added nearly 300 new vessel and infrastructure sites
within weeks. It might be that by embracing the new
technologies of communication and engagement, as
well as finding a biennial theme that engages the
collaboration of not just the collective of existing
historical societies but also the diverse interests and
strengths of that emergent body of new history
enthusiasts, new interests, enthusiasms and
involvements can be engendered, hopefully leading
back to membership of the societies. Remember, this
type of collaboration could easily extend to the
universities and schools, as well as to professional
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groups and government agencies. It could be convicts,
shipwrecks, migrant camps, police stations, pleasure
grounds—you decide!

Once again, I would like to thank the RAHS for the
opportunity to speak to such an enthusiastic group of
people at the Tamworth conference. It was a
thoroughly enjoyable experience.

About the Author
Dr Martin Gibbs is Professor of Australian
Archaeology at the University of New
England (Armidale). His areas of interest are
the historical and maritime archaeologies of
the Australia-Pacific region, with projects
including nineteenth-century shore whaling,
shipwreck survivors, lost sixteenth-century
Spanish colonies, World War II archaeology,
river system heritage, and convict
archaeology across several states of Australia
and Norfolk Island.

References
1 James Semple Kerr, Design for Convicts: An Account of Design for
Convict Establishments in the Australian Colonies During the
Transportation Era, Library of Australian History in association with
the National Trust of Australia (NSW) and the Australian Society for
Historical Archaeology, 1984; James Semple Kerr, Out of Sight, Out of
Mind: Australia’s Places of Confinement, 1788-1988, S.H. Ervin Gallery
in Association with the Australian Bicentennial Authority; S.H. Ervin
Gallery, National Trust of Australia (NSW), 1988.

Figure 3. Process of
transcribing and coding
convict offence records and
connecting that
information to places in
the landscape.
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In the earliest decades of cinema, filmmakers around the
world discovered that one of the best ways to attract an
audience was the ‘local’ film. These films were created
when a cameraman filmed non-fiction ‘actuality’ of the
people, buildings, streets and activities of a town or
city, and then screened the result to its community.
From 1899 to 1913, the British company Mitchell and
Kenyon made more than 800 films of people in towns
and cities throughout the UK and profitably screened
the films to those same communities.1 In Brisbane and
North Ipswich in 1909, the cameraman-projectionist
Bert Ive enhanced the appeal of his largely imported
film programs by including what he advertised as his
‘own local films’.2 Another early Queensland-based
filmmaker and exhibitor, former Salvation Army
cameraman-projectionist Sid Cook ‘made history in
many an outback settlement and town by
photographing the streets and gardens and the
pedestrian and vehicular traffic by day and showing the
moving pictures at night’.3

Beginning in the United States in the 1910s, local
actuality was blended with fiction film to create a new
genre that became known as ‘home talent’ or community
comedy film.4 Starring amateur actors, this type of film
was usually made by a filmmaker visiting a succession of
towns where he directed new versions of the same story
from a standard script. In the days before affordable
home movie cameras and a century before camera
phones, home talent films served the desire of regional
audiences to see themselves in fiction films. When local
showmen screened these films on the same program as
feature films from major studios, the local offering was
placed in the context of global filmmaking, implicitly
lifting the prestige of the local film, the town it had
showcased and the people who appeared in it.5 Most of
America’s, and later Australia’s home talent films ran no
more than fifteen to twenty-five minutes and were
silent with on-screen titles to convey plot and dialogue. 

Early examples of Australia’s home talent films included
Parramatta’s Will-E-Twist (1919) and Perth’s The Uglies’
Movie (1920)6. When Australia’s output of home talent
films accelerated in the late 1920s, most were funded
by cinema owners in the regional centres in which they
were made. One such backer was Tom Dorgan, the
owner of cinemas in North Coast NSW towns including
Grafton, Casino and Murwillumbah. The first home

talent filmmaker, Dorgan financed was the Canadian
cinematographer, Len Roos, who had just served as
chief cameraman on the Australian epic, For the Term of
His Natural Life (released 1927). In Lismore in March
1927, Roos directed, from a script he had written, a
film called The Adventures of Dot featuring ‘Lismore
bona fide residents’.7 Two weeks after commencing
production, The Adventures of Dot screened to capacity
audiences at Dorgan’s Star Court Theatre in Lismore. 

Lismore’s The Adventures of Dot was the first of almost
fifty versions of this film to be made around Australia
until the late 1940s. In 1927 Dorgan also funded
versions made by Len Roos in Casino and Grafton, and
Roos directed others for Hamilton’s Pictures in Orange
and Parkes, and for Ray Beale’s Stand Theatre in
Singleton.8 In 1928 Cyril Sharpe directed and Reginald
Young shot The Adventures of Dot in Wollongong,
Gundagai, Grenfell, Young, Yass and West Wyalong.

From June 1928, all subsequent versions of The
Adventures of Dot were produced, directed,
photographed and edited by Jack Mexeldo St Ledger,
born in Texas, USA in 1881.9 Before World War I St
Ledger had toured Australia twice with circuses and on
the second trip he was billed as the sharpshooter,
Mexican Jack.10 He married a professional singer,
Lillian Hornby, at Albury in 1908.11 Five children
followed and, between 1908 and 1920, Jack and Lillian
travelled as picture show people through NSW and
Queensland.12 In 1920 Jack headed for the USA on
what Lillian described as a business trip.13 When Jack
returned to Australia in 1925, it was as an itinerant
cinematographer who shot sponsored actualities and
appeared in a travelling presentation called A Day at the
Studio.14

In June 1928 St Ledger’s first The Adventures of Dot was
filmed in Warwick, Queensland. The Warwick Daily
News wrote:

‘As each familiar scene and face was screened the
audience roared its appreciation. … The park garden
scenes, the school scenes, and the Fire Brigade in
action are all of absorbing interest. Altogether the
settings, the story, the presentation and the acting
combined to make a picture fascinating from every
point of view’.15

During the next five months, St Ledger filmed The

Home Talent: Australia’s Itinerant Filmmakers
Graham Shirley
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Adventures of Dot in the Queensland towns of Charters
Towers, Townsville and Mackay. 

The plot of The Adventures of Dot began with Dot’s
arrival in town as the new schoolteacher. On her arrival
she was greeted by Bill Cummings, a grocery clerk, and
Andy Webb, a newspaper apprentice. When both were
instantly smitten with Dot, Andy faked a newspaper
story to claim that Bill was wanted for car theft. A local
policeman who had secretly watched Andy
perpetuating the fraud confronted Andy, whereupon
Andy confessed the misdeed to Dot. The fade-out saw
Dot committed to a future with Bill. 

Only four versions of The Adventures of Dot survive
today, three made in 1928 by Cyril Sharpe in the NSW
towns of Grenfell, Young and Temora, and one made in
1938 by Jack St Ledger in the Adelaide suburb of
Glenelg.16 Sharpe’s films were roughly made, and his
Grenfell version gallops through the narrative rather
than spending time on character development. On the
other hand, St Ledger’s Glenelg film is well cast, and
smoothly directed and shot. His amateur actors
perform with unselfconscious ease, and Phyllis Potter
performs in the title role with poise and self-
confidence. Each of the four versions showcases its
town admirably and features much footage of children
at school and closeups of leading citizens. While the
Dot films of Temora, Grenfell and Glenelg dutifully

intercut the story with images of streets, buildings,
parks, sports fields and everyday people, the Young
version delays the start of the Dot narrative with a
seven-minute actuality sequence.

Townspeople first learned their area had been chosen
for The Adventures of Dot through a newspaper article
or advertisement headed, ‘Who Will Be Dot?’ or ‘Are
You a Screen Type?’ Any woman who wanted to play
Dot had to be nominated by a friend before being
voted upon by the local community. Those
volunteering for support roles gave their names to the
cinema manager who had commissioned the film. Jack
St Ledger cast the male rivals and the area’s real-life
figures (for instance, a mayor, newspaper editor or chief
fireman) to play screen equivalents of themselves, and
filming usually began several days after the director’s
arrival in town. Local newspapers informed readers
when and where the film was shot, when it was edited,
when it would premiere, and how audiences had
reacted to screenings.17

Between 1927 and 1929 Len Roos, Cyril Sharpe and
Jack St Ledger had directed at least nineteen versions of
The Adventures of Dot. From 1930 to 1940 St Ledger
made a known twenty-eight more.18 His output can be
divided into seven Dot films made in NSW, six in
South Australia, five in Queensland, four in Western
Australia, four in Victoria, and two in Tasmania.19

Glenelg, South Australia, version of ‘The Adventures of Dot’ (1938) – Dot (Phyllis Potter) arrives in town [Frame capture
from film held by National Film and Sound Archive]
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Hobart was the only capital to have its own version,
although occasionally a Dot film was made in what was
then an outer suburb, such as Sydney’s Parramatta.20

Capital city newspapers rarely mentioned The
Adventures of Dot but press coverage in the places they
were made was invariably positive, uncritical and
detailed. Local papers regarded the films as harmless
pieces of fun: they were good for boosting community
spirit and for showcasing a locality to its people and
potentially to those further afield.

The film trade magazine Everyones on 4 July 1934
reported that The Adventures of Dot had ‘been a huge
success with every showman’ who had screened them.
The Dot films usually screened in the first half of
cinema programs and were advertised accordingly.
However, the Newcastle and Wollongong versions were
billed as their cinemas’ main attraction, while
Hollywood films were screened as supporting
attractions. Repeated screenings of the Newcastle
version at the Civic Theatre and two other cinemas
early in January 1931 proved a hit. An 8 January advert
in the Newcastle Sun claimed: ‘Fifteen thousand people
have already seen it. The theatre rings with applause at
each screening.’ The Albany Advertiser wrote of the
Albany (WA) version, ‘Immense enthusiasm greeted
the appearance on the screen of various local identities’,
adding that the film made ‘a very pleasant change from
the more sophisticated Hollywood type films’.21

Despite Jack St Ledger’s success as a home talent
filmmaker, his itinerant life had a personal cost. In July
1935 Lillian St Ledger applied in the Supreme Court
of NSW for ‘a Divorce on the Grounds of Desertion’,
claiming she had last seen Jack in July 1932 and had
received no written contact or financial support from
him since July 1934.22 Lillian’s legal petition, published
in the national newspaper Australasian on 9 January
1937, called upon Jack, ‘whose address is unknown’, to
appear in court. He neither replied nor appeared23. The
pronouncement of a decree absolute in March 1938
concluded their marriage.24 That month Jack directed
The Adventures of Dot in Glenelg.

After Albany’s version of The Adventures of Dot in
December 1940, the making of the Dot films was
suspended. It is not known what Jack St Ledger did for
the rest of World War II, but in June 1947 he made a
Dot film in Rockhampton. In September he made a
return visit to Warwick – the town in which he had
filmed his first Dot in June 1928 – to make what he
would call The New Adventures of Dot. When it screened
in October and November 1947, the film’s publicity
revealed its plot was the same as its predecessors. 

This version of Dot was the last known of Jack St
Ledger’s home talent films. Although he never took out

Australian citizenship, St Ledger was to spend most of
his life in Australia. At some point he remarried.25 On
25 April 1962, aged 80, he died after being struck by a
car on the Hume Highway in the Victorian town of
Kalkallo.26

Over the many decades since the last of the Dot films,
recognition of Australia’s contribution to the home
talent genre has been scant.27 But given their influence,
impact and popularity in the towns, cities and suburbs
they featured, these films represent a genre that
deserves further exploration. Written information,
photographs, publicity, oral histories and artefacts
related to the films could, for example, be held by
regional historical societies, libraries, archives,
museums, family history collections and living
memories. If we can learn more about these films, it
might be possible to uncover a significant, previously
hidden aspect of the individual character and shared
experiences of many Australian regional communities
who participated in them. If more of the films
themselves can be found, that will be a bonus.

About the Author
Graham Shirley has worked as a director, writer and
researcher on Australian historical documentaries. He
has conducted numerous oral histories and is co-author
of Australian Cinema: The First 80 Years (Currency
Press, 1983 & 1989). Since the 1970s he has written
articles about Australian film history for various
publications. From 2006 to 2014 he worked for the
National Film and Sound Archive of Australia, initially
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History House will be closed from 12pm Friday 20 December 2019 and will reopen to the public at 9am Thursday 2 January 2020.
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Before there was the internet, before there was
television, cinema or radio, the typical order of civic
priorities in emerging regional towns was a pub, a
racecourse, a church and a cemetery. Well before
regional towns could afford to erect their own
entertainment centres, the travelling show appeared as
the solution to an age-old economic problem: how to
profitably deliver professional entertainment to
deprived audiences over wide distances.1

In 1969, aged seventeen, I began to inquire into my
own family’s rich but largely forgotten past in
Australian circuses, a saga that had extended over five
generations, from 1847 until the 1960s.2 As I groped
my way through musty colonial-era newspapers and
archival records in search of references to St Leon’s
Circus, it gradually dawned that I had stumbled upon
an almost completely unexplored area of modern
Australia’s history, the story of our travelling shows and
show people.

In the century that spanned the gold rush era of the
1850s until the introduction of television in the 1950s,
regional Australia was served by an extraordinary
diversity of itinerant shows, in number, range and
quality. They catered for a wide range of audience
tastes, employed thousands of people and contributed,
directly and indirectly, to regional economic, social and
cultural progress. They treated Australians to regular
servings of contemporary culture—images, scenes,
insights, melodies, songs, values, humour, thrills,
courage, sounds and stories—that ameliorated the twin
tyrannies of isolation and distance. They kept
Australians entertained and informed in an age far less
connected than what we enjoy today. Travelling far
from the colonial capitals, they were sometimes ‘the
only break in the sadness of the bush’.3

Well into the twentieth century, the circus was
universal in its appeal. As Richard Twopeny wrote in
1883, perhaps in no other part of the world could a
circus obtain so critical and appreciative an attendance
as in horse-loving Australia.4 But, as well as circus, all
manner of itinerant shows travelled Australia, such as
marionette shows, variety troupes, opera companies,
buckjumping shows, picture shows, boxing troupes,
minstrel troupes, menageries, brass bands, lecturers,
pseudo-scientists, magicians, medicine shows, snake

charmers and so on. Many were adorable, some were
memorable, many were mediocre and, admittedly,
some were deplorable.

Nevertheless, the history of Australia’s travelling shows
is not only a study of what entertainment was delivered
and to where it was delivered but how it contributed
to—and reflected—Australia’s wider social, economic
and cultural development. Not only did itinerant
shows of every description reach every city, town and
hamlet in Australia but their activities intersected with
every scholarly theme imaginable, for example:
transport studies; Indigenous, gender and ethnic
studies; music, language and humour studies; military,
labour, sporting and business history; and local and
regional history.

Our historians have been slow to appreciate, let alone
explore, the contribution that travelling entertainers
have made to the building and shaping of modern
Australia. Do they perceive itinerant entertainers as
ephemeral to Australia’s story? Did itinerant
entertainers and the towns through which they passed
foster no more than a passing familiarity with each
other? Or is it because, since antiquity, itinerant people
of any persuasion have been looked upon with
suspicion by the settled population? Whatever the
reason, I feel that the omission of itinerant entertainers
from our national story is a continuing, material
oversight. The character of a society’s entertainments
sheds light upon the character of that society and
eventually posterity’s perception of it.5

The earliest travelling show to be seen in Australia was
Signor Dalle Case’s Foreign Gymnastic Company, a
small circus-like troupe which, having sailed from
Europe by way of Rio de Janeiro and Cape Town,
landed in Sydney in 1841. The troupe performed in
Sydney and several inland towns for several months
before visiting Norfolk Island, Hobart Town and the
interior towns of Van Diemen’s Land.6 Yet, Dalle Case’s
visit did not launch a colonial travelling show industry.
That had to await the winding-down of penal
transportation, the gold rushes, the growth of free
immigration, the passage of the Land Acts, the
emergence of inland towns and the presence of capable
showmen and performers.

Between 1851 and 1861 the non-Indigenous

The Sawdust Trail
Dr Mark St Leon
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population of Australia nearly trebled, from some
400,000 to 1.1 million.7 White settlement of the
interior encouraged the development of organised trade
and transport routes that linked towns with each other
and with the colonial capitals. Settlement created a
demand for professionally-organised entertainment
that challenged colonial showmen to negotiate variable
and volatile economic and travelling conditions and to
follow ever more lengthy and ambitious touring routes
to reach their audiences. In 1884, an anonymous writer
reported: ‘We have talked with employees of these
nomad [sic] troupes and their experiences form quite a
romance of the gold diggings, bush townships, inns,
roads and no roads, forests, streams, and mountains.’8

Gradually, by trial and error, showmen massaged their
exploratory travelling routes into fairly well-defined

touring patterns by the dawn of the twentieth century.
Their fortunes rose and fell with the economic and
social tides. Some local events such as an agricultural
show, race week or gold discovery could ‘pull’ a touring
company in one direction while other events, such as
drought, flood, bushfire or the presence of a rival could
‘push’ a company in another. The ability of a showman
to successfully negotiate these and other contradictory
forces could mean the difference between success and
failure.

Although a single itinerant show might withdraw
money from local circulation, an industry of itinerant
shows contributed to regional economic stability and
prosperity. Yes, travelling showmen skimmed away the
spare cash of their patrons by selling tickets but they
augmented the local demand for goods and services
through their expenditures, and the expenditures of
their employees.9

Anecdotally, the travelling show sector must have
represented a considerable slice of Australia’s economy.
Nevertheless, the statistical data collected by the six
colonies before 1901 and the Commonwealth from
1901 onwards give little idea of the sector’s size or
composition. Colonial statistics arbitrarily swept
thousands of show people into generalised occupational
classifications such as ‘miscellaneous’, ‘not stated’ or
‘indefinite’.10

Contemporary newspapers and magazines are priceless
time capsules of show business history. Australia’s
itinerant show people bequeathed photographs, diaries,
costumes, playbills, letters, programs and so on. In
recent decades, a small but dedicated cadre of
historians, professional and amateur, myself included,
have begun to unravel the twisted and knotted vines
that constitute the strands of Australia’s travelling show
history and position our findings within meaningful
historical contexts. I and others have captured the
memories of numerous show people on audio
recordings.

The professional activities of Australia’s travelling show
people deserve to be catalogued and studied to develop
a deeper understanding as to how these visitors from
afar contributed to and reflected local social, economic
and cultural progress. A fine example of the type of
publication that could result is the volume produced by
the late Keith Paterson, The Circus and Other Travelling
Tent Shows in Shoalhaven, 1855-1955.11 AusStage, an
extensive online database that will eventually catalogue
all live performances given in Australia since 1789, can
be consulted at: https://www.ausstage.edu.au.

Bit by little bit, we are assembling the huge mosaic of
activity that travelling showmen and women have

Miss Winnie Colleano [1897-1961], an Indigenous solo
trapeze artist, was billed as Señorita Sanchez in her
family’s circus, Colleano’s All-Star Circus 1922 [Author’s
collection]



Sydney Arts Management Advisory Group (‘SAMAG’),
now in its 29th year of continuous, non-profit
operation. He was recently appointed a Councillor of
the Royal Australian Historical Society.
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contributed to the character of modern Australia, to
that elusive notion of an Australian identity. I believe
that the endeavours of our itinerant show people and
entertainers deserve to be commemorated, celebrated
and archived in some kind of national museum and
research centre, similar to the National Maritime
Museum in Sydney, the National Film and Sound
Archive in Canberra, or the Australian Stockman’s Hall
of Fame in Longreach.

An understanding and appreciation of the role travelling
shows played not only in entertaining modern
Australia, but also in modern Australia’s social, cultural
and economic development, holds enormous potential
for the study and appreciation of Australia’s history.
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The Lukashima Troupe, a Japanese party of acrobats, toured Australia in 1905-6 with Bostock & Wombell’s, an English
circus and vaudeville company [Author’s collection]
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When Ethel Turner received a copy of Zora Cross’s
poetry collection Songs of Love and Life in 1917, she
smiled at the author’s suggestion that she might
promote the book on the children’s page of a national
newspaper. She would rather protect Australian
children, and her own daughter, from the love sonnets
that exalted sexual passion.

‘I should be burnt by parents,’ she wrote, ‘and rightly
enough – for drawing attention to such heady stuff.’1

But she praised the twenty-seven-year-old writer for her
natural poetic voice. It was a talent she recognised from
the Australian Town and Country Journal, where she
had published Zora’s childhood descriptions of rural
life in Queensland.

Zora had been one of the paper’s most prolific young
correspondents, her work appearing there for about
ten years and amounting to more than 30,000 words.
Her writing had been so vivid, Turner remembered, that
letters from city girls seemed lifeless in comparison.

Using the persona of ‘Dame Durden’, Ethel Turner had
edited the Town and Country’s Children’s Corner since
1894 (having begun the previous year in the Sydney
Illustrated News), and would continue until the paper
folded in 1919.2 The Corner appeared at around page
forty of the sixty-page paper that boasted on its
masthead—illustrated with hay bales, ships and
musical instruments—a ‘circulation three times that of
any other Weekly Newspaper in Australasia’.

Its call for entries caught the attention of nine-year-old
Zora Cross in rural south-east Queensland. Her
father—‘who used to fill the house with books and
papers’, she would tell Aussie magazine two decades
later, in 1922—had brought home a copy of the Town
and Country, and she had come across the children’s
page. Her father gave her a pencil and her mother some
paper, both encouraging her first attempt at publication.

‘We lived in a hardwood house in the bush with a
splintery verandah,’ she recalled, ‘and I stretched myself
flat downwards on the verandah and wrote a letter.’
After receiving a prize of two shillings in postage
stamps, she was hooked: ‘from that day until this I have
never ceased writing’.

Zora’s first letter appeared in the Town and Country of
Saturday 3 February 1900. ‘I am a little schoolgirl,’ she
wrote. ‘I used to go to the Pie Creek School … and

now I go to the Gympie School.’ She had one sister
and three brothers, and her father was the manager of a
butter factory. The family had two horses—a saddle
horse and a buggy horse—and one of their three cats
belonged to Zora.

‘Pie Creek!’ Turner commented below the printed
letter. ‘I suppose the place is a real children’s paradise. I
am sure there is a particularly delicious kind of mud in
the creek.’ For the author of Seven Little Australians,
imagining the bush from Sydney’s north shore, the
address conjured up a ‘real’ Australian childhood of
bush adventures and mischief.

Realising that she was writing from an exotic place—
and perhaps already aware that it gave her a
competitive edge—Zora offered some local history. ‘Pie
Creek is a lovely place for picnics,’ her second letter to
the Children’s Corner declared. ‘It was called Pie Creek
because there was a surveyor named Mr Pye, and the

Wildest Piece of Humanity 
Cathy Perkins

Ethel Turner, 1927, by May Moore [reproduced with
permission State Library of NSW, P1/1813]
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Although only two of her letters had so far appeared in
the paper, Zora considered herself a seasoned
‘Cornerite’ by May 1901. Her mother had had a new
baby, and the two older girls had been sent to stay with
relatives in Brisbane for the Christmas holidays. Zora
had enjoyed the Federation celebrations at the Botanic
Gardens and had been part of the crowd that cheered
the troops returning from the Boer War.

‘I was laughing when I saw the big hats the men wore,’
she wrote. ‘The soldiers that came home from the war
had their hats all knocked about, and their coats were
all a dirty color from powder and shot.’ She didn’t
describe their faces, but seems to have viewed the men
as battered rather than heroic.

A few months later, Zora was back in the Corner, crafting
her mother’s childhood memories into frontier tales.
Having moved from Brisbane in the 1860s, her mother’s
family, the Skyrings, were some of the first Europeans
to live in the area. ‘I’m going to try and tell you an
interesting story about the early blacks of the Pie Creek
district,’ promised the eleven-year-old in August 1901:

My mother lived a long way out in the bush, and
there were a lot of blacks camped out there then. …
The name they gave to their home was Mumbeanna.
They christened my grandpa Mumbea, because he
was so good to them, and because they had a king
named Mumbea … The blacks took grandpa to a
sapling one day and told him in their own language
to bend the tree, and, if it broke, he would lose
Mumbeanna, and if he bent it without breaking it,
he would never lose Mumbeanna. When grandpa
bent the tree it broke, and the blacks cried and made
a sort of a wail, and said: ‘Poor Mumbea, losee
Mumbeanna.’ But grandpa said it was all right. It
turned out that what the blacks had said came true.
For, in years to come, when grandpa died,
Mumbeanna was sold.

In a later contribution to the Town and Country, a story
published in 1910 when she was twenty, Zora showed
her awareness of the violence on the colonial frontier.
She wrote of the ‘not far away days when [Aboriginal]
people were counted as “less than dust,” and were shot by
the trackers and Christians like so many black hawks’.

Zora had won a prize for the best letter by a competitor
under twelve for the story of her grandfather, Mumbea.
She continued appearing in the Corner after she left
Gympie for Ipswich Girls’ Grammar School, trying her
hand at different genres—fiction, journalism, recipes, as
well as letters—to maximise her chances of publication.

The Children’s Corner connected children from every
part of the newly federated country. Several other
contributors prefaced their letters with a nod to Zora—

Zora Cross, Sydney, 1919 [reproduced with permission
State Library of NSW, PXA 690/3]

blacks speared him, and he was buried on the bank of
the creek, and for years his grave could be seen; but
now it is not to be seen anywhere as the big floods have
washed it away.’ It was unusual in the Children’s
Corner for picnics, spearing and floods to run through
the same train of thought.
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calling her letters ‘so jolly’—before narrating their own
farmyard antics. She was a sought-after participant in
the ‘postcard craze’, sending cards featuring local
landmarks to other Cornerites and requesting pictures
of actresses in return.

A postcard exchange was ordered by Ethel Turner, as
Dame Durden, at the end of a protracted ‘squabble’
that began in July 1905 and resulted in one of Zora’s
longest and most exuberant letters. The dispute,
between Zora Cross of Gympie and then Ipswich, and
Elsie Taylor of Southport, centred on whether Elsie’s
hometown was a ‘famous seaside resort’, as Zora
believed, or ‘quite an unimportant little fishing village’.

In a letter that filled most of the Corner in February
1906, Zora began her defence with a description of her
teenage transformation: 

Since last I wrote to you, Dame, I’ve taken a sudden
change (in my nature, I mean). When I had that
photograph (which I sent you) taken, I was about
the most serious girl ever given a pair of ‘dandy, grey
russet’ (that’s the real colour) eyes. But lately I’ve just
gone wild. In fact, mother says I’m the wildest piece
of humanity whose ears she ever boxed.

Turner had been unable to resist publishing this long,
entertaining letter. Having warned contributors that
she would ignore submissions of an excessive length,
she didn’t always observe her own rule. She was a
benevolent editor who gave child writers confidence
that they would carry into their adult dealings with the
publishing industry. Another young writer she
mentored was children’s author Vera Dwyer, who Zora
considered a rival in the Corner. After Zora moved to
Sydney later in 1906, at the age of fifteen, she met Vera
at a gathering of Cornerites at Turner’s home.3

Zora Cross was a prolific and intimate letter writer
throughout her life. Following her success with Songs of
Love and Life in 1917, she wrote poetry for major
journals and newspapers, novels set in Queensland that
were published in London, an acclaimed elegy for her
brother who died in World War I, one of the earliest
guides to Australian literature, and a series of interviews
with other women writers of the 1920s and 30s for the
popular magazine Australian Woman’s Mirror.

The origins of that career can be found in the
Australian Town and Country Journal, where Zora first
found an eager publisher and an avid readership.

About the Author
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Professor Robert Ian Jack (1935-2019)
Dr Robert Ian Jack was the longest serving president of
the Royal Australian Historical Society, holding this
position for eight years between 2003 and 2011. While
this is an extraordinary achievement, Ian’s long and
distinguished association with the Society extended far
beyond his time as President.

Ian Jack was born in Scotland in 1935. Following an MA
at the University of Glasgow, he studied in London
where he obtained a qualification in archives
administration. He completed a doctorate in medieval
history at the University of London in 1961. That was
the same year that he moved to Australia, following his
appointment to the position of lecturer in the
Department of History at the University of Sydney,
where he had a long and distinguished career. He
became Senior Lecturer (1965), Associate Professor
(1970), Dean of the Faculty of Arts (1974-77) and Head
of the Department of History (1979-82 and 1992-95).

In the 1970s Ian Jack also found time to conduct Adult
Education courses on the colonial buildings and sites of
the Hawkesbury and Nepean Valley. Many of the Society’s
members attended these courses and came to share his
delight in the study of local history. Ian’s numerous and
wide-ranging publications included A colonial scene: the
Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley in 1980 with Daphne
Kingston, Exploring the Hawkesbury (1986 and later
editions), and the Bibliography of New South Wales local
history: an annotated bibliography of secondary works
published before 1982 in 1987 with Christine Eslick and
Joy Hughes. Ian and Terry Kass also prepared a guide to
local government records for the Royal Australian
Historical Society. With Dr Dennis Jeans he jointly
authored the State Historical Guidelines and the main
text for the Regional Histories volume of the NSW
Heritage Manual published in 1996. He and Jan Barkley-
Jack co-wrote the bicentennial history of St Matthew’s
church, Windsor (2016).

When he retired from the University of Sydney in 2002,
Ian was appointed an Honorary Research Associate. He
was also a Senior Fellow and archivist of St Andrew’s
College at the University of Sydney.

In 1981 Ian joined the Royal Australian Historical
Society. He first served on the Council between 1990
and 1991 and then again from 1999 to 2014. This
included terms as Senior Vice-President between 2000
and 2003 and President from 2003 to 2011. Ian also
served on the Society’s Library and Archives

Committee for many years. His sage advice was always
a welcome contribution to the deliberations of this
Committee. He represented the Society on the
Federation of Australian Historical Societies (FAHS) from
2004 until his death. He was FAHS Vice-President from
2005-2007 and 2016-2019 and Senior Vice-President
from 2007-2010. He was a member of the FAHS
awards committee 2006-2010, and a member from
2012 onwards, and was the Chair from 2016-2018.

Ian was a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society (UK)
and, in 2004, he was made a Fellow of the Royal
Australian Historical Society. This is the Royal
Australian Historical Society’s highest honour and it
was awarded in recognition of his service to both the
Society and to Australian history.

He was generous with his time, delivering many
lectures to local societies and other interest groups
across the state. ‘I had the privilege of accompanying
Ian on a lecture tour of south western NSW some years
ago. The theme of the tour was Off the Beaten Track.
Listening to Ian speak about history and archaeology of
the region, I gained a deep appreciation of his influence
within the local history community and the esteem in
which he was held everywhere that he visited.’ (Christine)

Ian was a member of the NSW Heritage Council from
1990-1993, 1997-1999 (Alternate Member) and 2000-
2005. He played a key role in the formation of the
Australian Society for the History of Engineering and
Technology (ASHET) and served as its founding
President between 2003 and 2012. He was an active
member of the Hawkesbury and District Historical
Society and an inaugural member of the Blue Mountains
Association of Cultural Heritage Organisations. When
Ian died he was the President of both organisations.

Ian was an active professional historian and consultant
until his death on 6 September 2019. He will be
remembered for his humour and charm and, above all, as
a true champion of the history and heritage of this state.

Christine Yeats and Carol Liston
November 2019

Dr Peter Leggett Reynolds (1931-2019)
RAHS members will be saddened to hear of the death of
well-known architectural and local historian, Dr Peter
Reynolds on 14 September 2019. Peter had been a
member of the Royal Australian Historical Society since
1969 and served as an RAHS Councillor from 1993 to
2009. He was made a Fellow of the Society in 2009.
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He was also a long-standing member and chair of the
RAHS Building Committee.

He started his working life as a carpenter, before
moving into architecture and then academia. He spent
the 1970s and 1980s at the University of NSW in the
School of Architecture and the Graduate School of
Built Environment. His initial carpentry work gave
him a good understanding of the building process and
therefore he was better equipped than many to
appreciate the built heritage of his locality.

During this time Peter collaborated with Richard
Apperly and Bob Irving to publish the monumental
handbook, A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian
Architecture: Styles and Terms from 1788 to the Present
(published by Allen & Unwin, 1989).

Maybe it was Peter’s work on this book that resulted in
his lifelong passion for the work of architect John
Horbury Hunt. The Horbury Hunt Club was formed
that year and Peter took on the mantle of Master of the
Hunt. Friendships forged under the name of Horbury
Hunt are still strong today.

When the Historic Houses Trust of NSW agreed to
mount an extensive exhibition on the work of John
Horbury Hunt, Peter, along with fellow Horbury Hunt
member Lesley Muir and historian Joy Hughes, wrote a
book to accompany the exhibition. At the 2002 launch,
Hunt’s skill as a ‘radical architect’ was finally given public
recognition. That year, Peter was awarded the Medal of
the Order of Australia in the Queen’s Birthday

Honours for his service to history and heritage.

Peter was a Balmain boy through and through and in
the 1970s the Balmain Association published Balmain
in Time, which he wrote with Bob Irving, and Half a
Thousand Acres, a study of the original land grant to
William Balmain, which he co-authored with Paul
Flottmann. In 1971 he edited and published the first
twenty-five editions of the Leichhardt Historical Journal
and, in 1997, Peter teamed up with Max Solling to
write a social history of the Leichhardt Municipality.

It was Peter’s skill as a researcher at the Land Titles Office
at Queen’s Square in Sydney that elevated his publications
to another level. Rarely could you go to the LTO and
not bump into him. He helped many with useful advice
and continued to work on the files of the LTO as long
as his health permitted. He never lost his zeal for life in
general, and for architecture and heritage in particular.

At home, family surrounded him till the end. Peter was
the dearly loved father of Jane, David (deceased),
Kathryn and Rebecca and loved father-in-law of John.
His grandchildren, Paddy, Jack, Joe and Sylvie, children
of Kathryn and John, who lived nearby and visited him
often, adored him.

Mari Metzke, former RAHS staff member. 

This obituary is based on Dr Ian Jack’s citation in support
of Peter’s nomination as a Fellow of the RAHS, Bob
Irving’s funeral notes and my personal memories.

The Hon Dr James Joseph (Jim) Macken AM
(1927-2019)
Jim Macken was a RAHS member from 1990-2014
and Councillor 2004-2006. 

A barrister and judge of the Industrial Commission of
NSW in his working life, he wrote many articles and
books, often focusing on the local history of Sydney’s
Pittwater region, politics and industrial relations law.
Jim’s Macken’s Law of Employment, currently in its
eighth edition, is still one of Australia's most respected
works on employment law.

Jim became a volunteer of the Ku-ring-gai Chase
National Park’s Chase Alive program, and was involved
with many organisations including the Coasters Retreat
Historical Society, the Coastal Retreat Fire Service and
the Avalon Beach Historical Society.

He was awarded life membership of the trade union
movement and the ALP, an honorary doctor of laws
degree from Sydney University and in 2003 awarded
the Order of Australia for his academic and legal work.

Donna Newton, RAHS Librarian
November 2019

Professor R Ian Jack presenting Dr Peter Reynolds with his
RAHS Fellowship, Dec 2009 [RAHS Photograph Collection]
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Caleb Wilson, owner of Tocal 1834-1838
Written by Jean Archer. Published by CB Alexander
Foundation, Paterson, 2018.

Caleb Wilson arrived in NSW on the convict ship
Experiment in June
1804, a free man with
his third wife Ann and
two small children.
Ann died on the
voyage out and Caleb
married his fourth
wife, Catherine Ferrier,
sometime after taking
up a land grant in the
District of Mulgrave.
This proved to be a
fortuitous marriage as
Catherine was a hard
worker and a shrewd
business partner. Caleb
worked hard, was a successful businessman and was
able to expand his business interests and acquisition of
land in the Hawkesbury where Tocal College now
stands. These were early days in the colony and Caleb
Wilson’s story reveals how a canny and entrepreneurial
businessman managed to make his way at a time when
colonial trade and business practice were very much in
their infancy. 

Available to buy online at
https://www.tocal.nsw.edu.au/publications

ISBN 9780994625021

86 pages: photographs (some colour), endnotes,
bibliography, no index.

Book Note by Noeline Kyle, RAHS Volunteer

Searching for Margaret Murphy: From
Tipperary to New South Wales, A Murphy family
history
Written by Lyn Stewart, published by the author, 2019.

Advertisements promising female emigrants good jobs,
a great marriage and the support of colonial ‘ladies’ re
accommodation, were a catalyst for the five Murphy
sisters to leave Tipperary. Margaret was the eldest and
her marriage to Paul Walker proved successful as they
eventually settled with their young daughter on the
Liverpool Plains. The youngest sister, Jane, also married

well but the early
death of her husband,
leaving her with young
children, made her life
more difficult.
Nonetheless, all the
sisters coped well in
Australia, maintaining
close contact and
successfully surviving
the long journeys. It is
Margaret’s story that is
threaded through this
family history as she
and Paul established
their life together and
began their successful horse breeding business.
Margaret lived a long life to reach 100, outliving her
husband by half a century. She became a grandmother
to her daughter’s ten children and a shrewd guide to
her daughter and son-in-law in their personal and
business lives.

Available from Lyn Stewart,
lynstewart@netspace.net.au

ISBN 9780648570103

267 pages: photographs (some colour), portraits, maps,
endnotes, appendices, index

Book Note by Noeline Kyle, RAHS Volunteer

‘Yabtree’ Gundagai – The Life and Legacy of R.F
Horsley
Written by Emily Wilmot Horsley with Michelle
Nichols. Published by WriteLight Pty Ltd for Helen
Lee (nee Horsley), 2018.

This is the story of Richard Frederick (R.F) Horsley
who migrated to Australia in the mid-nineteenth
century and established himself as a grazier and farmer
in Gundagai, NSW. The publication is put together
using substantial and detailed research undertaken by
Emily Horsley (nee Mackey) and has been edited and
updated for publication by Michelle Nichols. The book
provides an overview of early European settlement of
Gundagai (from 1824 onwards) and of events in the
region such as the flood of 1852, the discovery of gold
and bushranging activity. The reader learns about the
purchase of the Yabtree property by Richard Horsley
and Richard Whittaker in 1859, the expansion of R.F.
Horsley’s pastoral holdings in Central West NSW and

Book Notes
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the development of his
other business
activities. The text is
rich with detail about
the day-to-day
operation of the
properties, the social
and political
developments of the
period, and the
relationships within
the Horsley family.
The book devotes
substantial attention to
the legacy of R.F.
Horsley and the activities of subsequent generations of
the Horsley family. The publication is beautifully
illustrated with a wealth of photos.  

Available from WriteLight Pty Ltd, 30 Wills Lane,
Blackheath, 2785

ISBN 9780994325594

Physical Description: 500 pages, 1 folded leaf of plates:
illustrations, portraits, genealogical tables, maps; 24 cm.

Book Note by Megan Edward, RAHS Volunteer 

Sydney Art Deco
Written by Peter Sheridan. Published by Bakelite
[Sydney, New South Wales], 2019.

‘We shape our buildings, and afterwards, our buildings
shape us,’ said Winston Churchill during a British
parliamentary debate on 28 October 1943 about
replacing the bombed-out House of Commons
chamber. In his book entitled Sydney Art Deco, Peter
Sheridan examines how architects, artists,
photographers, sculptors and designers shaped Sydney
from the late 1920s to the early 1950s, impacting how
Sydneysiders worked, rested and played. Using
extensive contemporary and archival photographs,
Peter’s book highlights the range of Art Deco
commercial, residential, civic and institutional
buildings that are still with us today. Peter’s love and

knowledge of
the Art Deco
period
provides the
book with a
depth that
makes it more
than a lovely
addition to a
coffee table.
He highlights

the social and economic forces that impact buildings,
and the different reactions to changing styles of
dwellings; flats in the Kings Cross area were
championed as ‘sophisticated’ or criticised as ‘immoral,
horrid growths’. Peter writes, ‘I would like to think of
this book as my gift to the city of Sydney’. With its
beautiful images, historical context, full index and
detailed maps, this self-publication is indeed a very
generous gift.

Available to purchase through multiple online
bookshops

ISBN 9780992389666

Physical Description: 431 pages: illustrations, maps; 26
x 31 cm.

Book Note by Suzanne Holohan, RAHS General
Manager

The following publications were supported by the Create
NSW Cultural Grants Program, a devolved funding
program administered by the Royal Australian Historical
Society on behalf of the NSW Government.

Guide to Historic Dangar Island. Gem of the
Hawkesbury
Edited by Catherine
Gray. Published by
Dangar Island
Historical Society,
2018

There is a lot to learn
about Dangar Island
from this well
researched and
beautifully presented
little book. Initially
named “Mullet
Island” by Captain
Phillip, the island was
renamed Dangar
Island in 1889 after
Henry Cary Dangar, who built a substantial house
there in the same year. The guide’s chapter headings
assemble the information necessary for an informed
visit: “History”, “Community”, “Nature” and
“Explore”. They introduce the reader to many of the
island's stories, from the long custodianship of its First
Peoples to the colourful characters of more recent
times. It explores tales of pirates and saltworks,
innovative engineering feats, genteel holidays, wartime
exploits and the logistics of island life. The guide
achieves its core aims—informing its reader of the
history of the island and inspiring them to pay a visit
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2019 Create NSW Cultural Grant Recipients
The RAHS would like to thank Create NSW for funding
twenty-one projects that increase our understanding of
the history of the people and places of NSW.

Albury and District Historical Society – $4,158 for
Digitising Border Morning Mail, Albury 1944
Armidale and District Historical Society – $500 for the
publication of Journal 62
The City of Liverpool and District Historical Society –
$980 to curate on-line exhibitions
Eurimbla Precinct History Association – $3,000 for
Eurimbla Precinct History Project 
Hill End and Tambaroora Gathering Group – $5,000
for the publication Golden Thirst: Colonial Hotels, Inns
– Hill End, Tambaroora 
Lawrence Museum – $2,435 for the Lawrence Social
History Series
Lions Club of Kiama Inc. – $2,500 for the publication
Kiama Lions Club, 50 Years’ History 
Macleay River Historical Society – $990 for the project
The Armidale/ Kempsey Road, The Forgotten Link
Manilla Viaduct Rail Bridge and Tourism – $3,345 for
Manilla Memories
Mosman Croquet Club – $2,000 for the digitisation of
Historical Records of Mosman Croquet Club
Neutral Bay Uniting Church – $2,000 for From ‘No
Dancing’ to Marriage Equality: A Church in Sydney 
New England Regional Art Museum – $2,200 for
Hinton Collection/Armidale Teachers’ College Oral
History Project 
Old Bar and Manning Point Business and Community
Association – $3,750 for the project Our Histories: Old
Bar and surrounds
Outback Theatre for Young People – $3,300 for the
publication 30 Years Young: Outback Theatre for Young
People’s history
Port Macquarie and District Family History Society –
$2,000 for Port Macquarie’s Last Convicts
Randwick and District Historical Society – $2,475 for
the digitisation of Randwick & District Historical
Society Newsletters & Local Newspapers & Chemist Books
Ryde District Historical Society – $2,236 for Ryde’s
Tramways and Tramway Monuments
Shoalhaven Historical Society – $895 for the
publication The Cordial Makers of the Shoalhaven
South Coast History Society – $985 for A Stroll Down
the Street: Exploring Bega’s History and Heritage
Sutherland Shire Historical Society – $3,000 for the
publication Cook 2020
Wagga Wagga and District Historical Society – $4,122
for the project Huthwaites – An Iconic Regional Business
– The Friendly Store

to experience this history first-hand.

Available from Dangar Island Historical Society

Physical Description: 70 pages: illustrations (some
colour), maps (some colour), facsimiles, portraits (some
colour); 21 cm

Book Note by Elaine Phillips, RAHS Volunteer

St Clair Villa: 175 Years of Goulburn History
Written by
Peter Freeman
OAM.
Published by
Goulburn
Mulwaree
Council, 2019.

The St Clair
Villa in
Goulburn
celebrated its

175th birthday in 2018. Built in the Greek revival and
Georgian architectural styles, the cottage is an iconic
Goulburn landmark with a history inseparable from
the broader history of the town itself. In this
extensively researched book, Peter Freeman traces the
building’s story from its origins as James Sinclair’s
family home to the local museum it is today. Each
chapter engages with a different aspect of the building’s
history and that of its residents, supported by a range
of plans, artworks, and photographs that illustrate the
changing nature of the cottage. From Sinclair’s modest
home built in 1843 to the grandiose guesthouse
iteration of the early twentieth century, Freeman
navigates his book into the present as he concludes
with a discussion of the building’s purchase by the
Goulburn Municipal Council in 1970 and its
subsequent restorations that are still taking place today.

Available by contacting the History of Goulburn via
their Facebook page. Alternatively, contact History
Goulburn at PO Box 396, Goulburn NSW 2580 or on
0459 528 914.

ISBN 9780994326027

190 pages: photographs (some colour), portraits,
facsimiles, plans (some colour), index

Book Note by Elizabeth Heffernan, RAHS Volunteer
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Donna Newton, RAHS Librarian

Collecting paper-based ephemera is not new to the
RAHS and, despite the advent of the digital age, the
Society is still receiving donations of such material.
Many of our earliest members collected numerous
commemorative and souvenir programs, pamphlets
and booklets, newspaper articles, letters, tickets and
postcards and incorporated them into their donations
of material for the library. These collections are of
considerable value to the Society as they are often the
only records and sources of information about past
subjects, places, people or events.

The library recently received a wonderful donation of
Warragamba Dam ephemera from Tasmania. It comprises
a collection of personal material that had belonged to
the donor’s parents, Roger and Harriett (Pat) Chester.
Roger Chester had been the supervising engineer of the
Warragamba Dam between 1947, when work on the
dam started, and its completion in 1960. He had a
long and distinguished career in dam construction,
eventually retiring from the Metropolitan Water
Sewerage and Drainage Board (MWS & DB) in 1971.

In 1949 Pat Chester received special permission from
the MWS & DB to start a weekly local community
newspaper on the condition that the paper’s news was
confined to items of interest to the residents and that it
was not used for propaganda purposes or to vent
grievances. The Warragamba Community News began in

On the Shelf: RAHS Ephemera Collections                                 
May 1950. This unique collection of newspapers, from
Vol. 1. No. 1 May 11 1950 through to Vol. 4. No. 44
December 17 1953, forms part of this donation to the
RAHS library. Each weekly issue of the paper contained
items of local news and events, advertisements, stories,
and programs for the Warragamba community.

As well as caring for a husband, a toddler and a
newborn, completing household duties, and running
the newspaper, Pat was also President and an active
member for many years of the local CWA, the Red
Cross, school P & C, Meals on Wheels, and District
Commissioner of the Girl Guides covering the area
from the Blue Mountains to Auburn.

Along with the bound copies of the newspaper, this
collection also contains the following items: Official
Warragamba Dam opening booklet from 14 October
1960 stamped with R. R. Chester on the cover; Sydney
Water Board Journal Special Warragamba issue from
October 1960; Warragamba Dam Bi-cable Aerial Ropery
publication; letters and the original Certificate of
Registration of the business name of the newspaper
from 1950; an old photo album of the building of the
new bridge and town photographs at Jingellic; and a
photographic album entitled Warragamba Dam: a record
of achievement 1947–1960, presented to R. R. Chester,
Supervising Engineer, by his staff in December 1960.

This amazing collection of local NSW history and
engineering can be viewed in the RAHS library.
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The 2019 conference, Illuminating the Past, was a
wonderful opportunity for delegates from twenty-eight
historical societies, as well as individual RAHS members
and friends, to learn how they can illuminate the past
of their local communities.

Tamworth Historical Society hosted the Friday pre-
conference drinks at Calala Cottage, an award-winning
museum. Delegates reconnected with friends and learnt
about the historical significance of the cottage and its
collections. 

Local Kamilaroi man Len Waters gave the Welcome to
Country, focusing on the impact of the drought on the
area and the importance of respecting the environment.
This was followed by two days of presentations that
included: convict history; the development of
Tamworth into the leading city in the New England
North West region; managing collections; online
resources for history research and volunteer projects;
travelling entertainers; Australia’s itinerant filmmakers;
and the change electricity had on domestic life. The

conference also featured tours, certificate awards and
raffles. A full program is available on the RAHS website. 

The RAHS would like to thank everyone who
contributed to the success of this year’s conference,
including the Tamworth Historical Society, the RAHS
affiliated societies, as well as the speakers and delegates.
Planning is underway for the 2020 conference. The
venue and theme will be announced in upcoming
magazines and the RAHS e-newsletter.

2019 Certificates of Achievements
These awards honour the contributions made by
members of RAHS affiliated societies to local and
community history.

Elspeth Bradbury – Lake Macquarie Family History
Group (LMFHG)

For her commitment and outstanding voluntary service
to the Group since she joined as a foundation member
in 1999. Elspeth has served in Executive, General
Committee and Sub-Committee member roles as Hon.

2019 Conference in Tamworth, NSW

RAHS President Christine Yeats with recipients of the 2019 Certificates of Achievement. From Left to Right: Elspeth
Bradbury (Lake Macquarie Family History Group), Scott MacArthur (Marrickville Heritage Society), Unita Fleischer
(Lake Macquarie Family History Group) and RAHS President Christine Yeats.
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Secretary, Hon. Assistant Secretary, Newsletter &
Journal editor and Programme officer. LMFHG
recognise her longstanding involvement through the
years in special interest groups, as a library volunteer
and a LMFHG representative.

Unita Fleischer – Lake Macquarie Family History
Group

For her continuous and dedicated voluntary service to
the Group since she joined as a foundation member in
1999. Unita has served in Executive, General
Committee and Sub-Committee member roles as Hon.
Secretary, Membership Secretary, Newsletter editor and
Purchasing Committee. LMFHG recognise her many
years of involvement and commitment in the Scottish
and other special interest groups, as a library volunteer
and a LMFHG representative.

Scott MacArthur – Marrickville Heritage Society
(MHS)

For his longstanding commitment and outstanding
service to the MHS since first joining in 1998.
Currently in his seventh year as President of the MHS,
Scott has been Chair of the Heritage Watch

Committee liaising with local and state government on
heritage and conservation issues over a period of sixteen
years. His work with heritage and volunteering over the
years has been acknowledged with awards from the
Heritage Council of NSW and Marrickville Council;
these awards recognise Scott’s dedication to heritage
conservation, promotion and advocacy in local and
state communities. Scott became a Life Member of the
MHS in 2016.

2019 RAHS Certificates of Appreciation
These awards honour the contribution made by RAHS
volunteers. 

Elizabeth Heffernan

Liz is a regular contributor to the RAHS website,
including writing the very popular blog series for 2019
Women’s History Month and 2019 Library
Information Week. Liz also provides support to RAHS
staff on digital media initiatives.

Christina King

Christina has been involved in the RAHS as copyeditor
for History magazine and as a book note writer. Her
experience as a history teacher and freelance feature
writer has been invaluable in providing popular content
for the RAHS blog and social media channels.RAHS Volunteer Elizabeth Heffernan

RAHS Volunteer Christina King
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New Members’ Evening
Thursday 12 March 2020, 5pm – 7pm

History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney NSW 2000
A wonderful opportunity for new members to meet RAHS staff, 

Councillors and other history buffs! 

Join us at History House on
Thursday 12 March 2020 for the
opportunity to learn more about
the RAHS and our facilities. Enjoy
light refreshments in our beautiful
Reception Rooms while mingling
with RAHS staff, Councillors and
long-term members. New
members can also enjoy a tour of
our Library that highlights our
diverse research collection.

So whether you have been a member for 6 months or 50 years, please join us!

RSVP Online: www.rahs.org.au/events   Email: admin@rahs.org.au   Phone: (02) 9247 8001

(For catering purposes, please RSVP by Monday 9 March 2020)

AUSTRALIA DAY 2020
Pot Luck with History
and Book Sale
Call into History House on Australia Day for a
chance to visit our beautiful heritage building.
While you are visiting, browse our book sale
and listen to historians speaking about the
events, people and places that have contributed
to Australia’s history. There will be ten-minute
Pot Luck with History talks every half hour
between 11.30am and 3pm.
Where: History House, 133 Macquarie Street,
Sydney
When: Sunday 26th January 2020, 10am – 4pm
Cost: Free
Bookings are not required for this event.

Picnic at Kenthurst, Nov 1903
[RAHS Photograph Collection]




